**Highlights 2015**

**Informing humanitarians worldwide**

- **14.70 M** sessions ▲ 20.24%
- **5.74 M** users ▲ 15.81%
- **61,287** humanitarian updates ▲ 11.66%
- **29,746** jobs posted ▲ 10.63%
- **3,769** trainings posted ▲ 19.55%
- **88** disasters covered
- **81,911** sessions recorded for daily usage on 2 May 2015

**Global Reach**

The majority of ReliefWeb users visit the site from Africa

- 23% from Europe
- 33% from Africa
- 19% from the Americas
- 2% from Oceania
- 23% from Asia

**Users from:**

Notable increase in usage in 2015 from countries such as:

- **Nepal** ▲ 152% ▶ 70K -> 178K
- **Turkey** ▲ 117% ▶ 109K -> 238K
- **Somalia** ▲ 66% ▶ 158K -> 262K
- **Jordan** ▲ 29% ▶ 144K -> 185K
- **South Sudan** ▲ 25% ▶ 156K -> 207K

**Major disasters covered**

- **Nepal Earthquake - May**
  - **2,887** reports and maps posted
- **Cyclone Pam - March**
  - **1,135** reports and maps posted
- **Drought**
  - **Southern Africa** 337 reports and maps posted
  - **Ethiopia** 283 reports and maps posted
  - **Pacific** 124 reports and maps posted

**Country coverage**

Top 10 countries covered by ReliefWeb by number of reports published

- **Syrian Arab Republic** - 5,536
- **South Sudan** - 3,585
- **Nepal** - 3,261
- **Iraq** - 3,210
- **DR Congo** - 2,979
- **Sierra Leone** - 2,802
- **Nigeria** - 2,623
- **Yemen** - 2,612
- **Pakistan** - 2,459
- **Afghanistan** - 2,443
- **Sudan** - 2,259

**Humanitarian Videos**

Video reporting has increasingly become an effective way for humanitarian organizations to communicate the work they undertake. To help users easily find relevant and important humanitarian videos, ReliefWeb introduced a curated humanitarian videos as an additional content in countries, disasters and topics.
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